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I saw a man in black clothes and a mask holding a sword in both hands slowly walking 

up the stairs. 

“Are you Dustin?” the man in black asked in a low voice. 

“It’s me.” Dustin nodded. 

“Your plan is good. You can lure the snake out of its hole and catch them all in one fell 

swoop. But unfortunately, we have seen through it.” 

The man in black sneered: “Now you are alone, without any assistance, and the only 

thing waiting for you is death!” 

“If we fight against each other alone, you may not be able to get an advantage from 

me.” Dustin said calmly. 

“Who said I want to fight you alone?” 

The man in black smiled, then stretched out his palm and patted it twice. 

“Pah! Pah!” 

As soon as the slaps fell, two black figures suddenly shot in from the windows on the 

left and right sides, and they were two more black-clothed and masked killers. 

The three of them stood side by side. Not only were they dressed the same, but they 

were also similar in height and shape. They couldn’t stand each other for a while. 

“Three against one, we have the advantage now.” The man in black in the middle 

smiled. 



“Who are you? Why do you want to assassinate elite disciples of various sects?” Dustin 

asked calmly. 

He initially thought there was only one killer. 

Unexpectedly, the other party turned out to be an organized and well-planned group. 

It seemed that the situation was more serious than he expected. 

“You are not qualified to know who we are; besides, you are a dying person, why do you 

ask so many questions?” The man in black sneered. 

“It doesn’t matter if you don’t say it now. You will take the initiative to explain it later.” 

Dustin stood up slowly, his eyes gradually becoming cold and stern. 

“kill him!” 

The man in black didn’t talk nonsense and directly issued a kill order. 

“Qiang!” 

The black-clothed killers on his left and right sides drew their swords at the same time. 

Then he took a step forward and turned directly into two afterimages, killing Dustin. 

The speed of the two swords was so fast that ordinary innate warriors could not see the 

moves clearly. 

Facing the attack, Dustin kicked the table over and at the same time retreated, floating 

down from the window and landing on the street outside the restaurant. 

The table that was kicked over by him spun in the air and hit the two killers. 

“Wow!” 

Only a breaking sound was heard. 

The wooden table was torn into pieces by the sword energy of the two killers. 



“Chase!” 

Seeing Dustin fleeing outside, the three killers ejected at the same time and quickly 

chased him out. 

However, as soon as they landed, the three of them suddenly stopped. 

Because they discovered that Dustin did not take advantage of the situation to escape, 

but stood quietly ten meters in front, as if waiting for something. 

“What? You knew you couldn’t escape, so you gave up the struggle?” The man in black 

in the middle smiled jokingly. 

“Escape?” Dustin shook his head and smiled: “Who said I want to escape? I’m just 

afraid that I will damage the things in the restaurant and I will have to pay for it later.” 

“Death is imminent, and you are still worried about such insignificant things?” The man 

in black looked like an idiot. 

“No way, I just have a sense of responsibility.” Dustin shrugged. 

“You don’t know how to live or die! I’ll send you on your way!” 

Seeing Dustin’s lazy look, the man in black felt an unknown anger in his heart. 

He stopped talking nonsense and directly drew his sword and stabbed him. 

The other two killers followed closely and launched an attack. 

For a moment, sword shadows were raging all around, and strong winds were howling. 

 


